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ABSTRACT
We report on the results of a spectroscopic survey of the environments of the gravitational lens systems CLASS
B1600+434 (zl ¼ 0:41; zs ¼ 1:59) and CLASS B2319+051 (zl ¼ 0:62). The B1600+434 system has a time delay
measured for it, and we find that the system lies in a group with a velocity dispersion of 90 km s1 and at least seven
members. B2319+051 has a large group in its immediate foreground with at least 10 members and a velocity
dispersion of 460 km s1 and another in the background of the lens with a velocity dispersion of 190 km s1. These
systems increase the sample of spectroscopically confirmed groups associated with strong lenses by 20%. We find
that modeling groups as single group-sized halos produces only small corrections (env;grp  0:01) to lensingmodels.
However, the very local environments, i.e., galaxies within 1500 of the lensing galaxy, have stronger effects on the
lens models of the systems studied here. We quantify the effects of the local environment on the lens models and find
up to an10% correction to the derived value of H0 for B1600+434 compared to models that do not account for the
lens environment.
Key words: distance scale — galaxies: clusters: general — galaxies: individual (B2319+051, B1600+434) —
gravitational lensing
1. INTRODUCTION
Galaxy groups are a fundamental component of the large-
scale structure of the universe, and over half of all galaxies in the
local universe are members of groups (e.g., Tully 1987; Ramella
et al. 1989). Precision cosmology relies on an accurate knowl-
edge of the distribution of galaxies in order to model the galaxy
power spectrumproperly (e.g., Evrard et al. 2002;Yang et al. 2004),
and it is essential that galaxy groups are identified to describe the
small-scale, nonlinear regime of the matter power spectrum accu-
rately. Several local redshift surveys, including the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) and the Two Degree Field
Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS; Colless et al. 2001), have
produced results using groups out to z  0:2 (Weinmann et al.
2006; Collister & Lahav 2005; Abazajian et al. 2005; Padilla
et al. 2004). At higher redshifts, the Canadian Network for Ob-
servational Cosmology redshift survey (CNOC2; Carlberg et al.
2001a) probes redshifts in the range 0:15P zP 0:5, while the
DEEP2 Galaxy Redshift Survey is probing redshifts in the range
0:7P zP 1 (Coil et al. 2004, 2006). Weak lensing analyses of
groups also promise to yield information about the mass distri-
bution in galaxy groups (e.g., Mo¨ller et al. 2002; Faure et al.
2004; Hoekstra et al. 2001). Knowledge of group substructure
can then be used to confirm or refute dark matter models (Reed
et al. 2005; D’Onghia & Lake 2004).
Groups also hold significance for strong gravitational lensing.
Keeton et al. (2000) estimate that 25% of lenses lie in group
environments, although the fraction could be much higher (e.g.,
Williams et al. 2006; Blandford et al. 2001; Oguri et al. 2005). A
moderately massive group that is sufficiently close to the lensing
galaxy can contribute to the convergence in the lensing potential
and alter the shear field of the lens. Theoretical estimates of the
importance of these contributions have been made (e.g., Oguri
et al. 2005; Keeton & Zabludoff 2004; Mo¨ller et al. 2002), but it
remains unclear to what extent lens models must account for
group environments (e.g., Momcheva et al. 2006; Fassnacht
et al. 2006; Morgan et al. 2005; Dalal & Watson 2004). Further-
more, gravitational lens time-delay measurements and improved
mass-modeling techniques have lowered the uncertainties in
measurements of the Hubble constant, H0, to the 10% level
(e.g., Koopmans et al. 2003; Kochanek & Schechter 2004), and
the systematic errors introduced by ignoring lens environments
now contribute significantly to the H0 error budget.
In addition to improving the determination of cosmological
parameters, galaxy groups also allow us to study the evolution of
galaxies. Group environments are likely locations for mergers
(e.g., Zabludoff &Mulchaey 1998; Carlberg et al. 2001b; Aarseth
& Fall 1980) compared to clusters or the field (e.g., Aceves &
Vela´zquez 2002; Lin et al. 2004; Conselice et al. 2003; Patton
et al. 2002). Mergers and nonmerger interactions in groups can
drive changes in galaxy morphologies and star formation rates
(SFRs) that are suppressed in more dense environments (e.g.,
Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998; Bower & Balogh 2004). Further-
more, active galactic nuclei (AGNs) are expected to reside in
dense environments where galaxy-galaxy interactions provide
mechanisms for fueling AGNs (e.g., Best 2004; Bahcall et al.
1997), although the validity of this claim is uncertain (e.g.,
Kauffmann et al. 2004; Miller et al. 2003). Best et al. (2005)
only find a correlation between radio-loud AGNs and the local
environment, while McLure & Dunlop (2001) find no dis-
tinction between radio-loud and radio-quiet AGN populations
in clusters.
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We are currently conducting a systematic survey to investigate
the environments of stronggravitational lens systems (e.g., Fassnacht
&Lubin 2002; Fassnacht et al. 2006). The final sample of groups
from our study will be compared with groups observed in the
local universe (Mercha´n & Zandivarez 2005; Balogh et al. 2004)
and with recent observations of other moderate-redshift groups
(Wilman et al. 2005a, 2005b;Momcheva et al. 2006;Williams et al.
2006; Gerke et al. 2005; Jeltema et al. 2006) to quantify the evo-
lution of groups with redshift. In this paper we present the dis-
covery of three groups associated with the lens systems B1600+
434 (Jackson et al. 1995) and B2319+051 (Rusin et al. 2001),
hereafter B1600 and B2319, respectively. These lenses were
discovered by the Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey (CLASS; Myers
et al. 2003; Browne et al. 2003). In the case of B2319, the lens is
not found to be part of a group, but there is a large group in the
immediate foreground of the lens and another group in the
background of the lens. In contrast, B1600 is found to be a mem-
ber of a poor group of galaxies. These observations bring the
total number of spectroscopically confirmed lens-group associ-
ations to seven: B1600, B1608+656, B1422+231, PG 1115+080,
MG0751+2716,MG1654+1346, andB2114+022 (Fassnacht et al.
2006; Kundic et al. 1997a, 1997b; Tonry 1998; Tonry & Kochanek
1999;Momcheva et al. 2006). In addition, there are now four strong
lens systems with spectroscopically confirmed groups in the
immediate foreground and/or background of the lenses: B2319,
B0712+472, HE 04351223, andMG1131+0445 (Fassnacht &
Lubin 2002; Morgan et al. 2005; Tonry & Kochanek 2000). The
large number of interloper systems may be an indication that
lenses lie along preferentially overdense lines of sight (e.g., C. D.
Fassnacht et al. 2007, in preparation). Furthermore, Momcheva
et al. (2006) find a group at the expected redshift of BRI 0952
0115, although no spectroscopic redshift has been obtained for
the lens to confirm the association. Here we examine the effects
of these new groups on the lens models for each system, quan-
tifying the contributions of the environments to the shears and
convergences of the lens systems.
There are approximately 150 published strong gravitational
lens systems, and many of these require small ad hoc additional
shear and convergence components to be adequatelymodeled (e.g.,
Leha´r et al. 2000). The B2319 system (zl ¼ 0:62) requires a large
shear component ( ¼ 0:14) to fit acceptablemodels, and this shear
cannot be entirely accounted for by the lensing galaxy (Rusin et al.
2001). There is a secondary lensing candidate 3.400 away from the
primary lens, and the redshifts of the lensing and secondary gal-
axies are 0.624 and 0.588, respectively (Lubin et al. 2000). How-
ever, it is likely that the secondary galaxy alone cannot account
for the shear discrepancy (assuming a velocity dispersion of
180 km s1 for the neighboring galaxy and a singular isothermal
sphere [SIS] profile, the shear contribution from this second
galaxy would be   0:07), and a more massive, grouplike struc-
ture may be required to reproduce the observed image configu-
ration. The B1600 system (zl ¼ 0:41; zs ¼ 1:59) has a reasonably
well-constrained lens model (Koopmans et al. 1998; Maller et al.
2000), but initial spectroscopy of the environment of the lensing
galaxy has revealed several nearby galaxies with redshifts similar
to the lensing galaxy. It is crucial that the group associated with
B1600 be investigated due to the importance of this system in
determining H0 (Koopmans et al. 2000; Maller et al. 2000;
Kochanek 2002, 2003; Burud et al. 2000).
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1. Imaging
We have obtained deep nonphotometric BVRI images of
B2319 using the Low-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS;
Oke et al. 1995) and Echellette Spectrograph and Imager (ESI;
Sheinis et al. 2002) instruments on the Keck telescopes.We have
also obtained photometric LRIS snapshots of the field in the BVI
filters, allowing us to photometrically calibrate our deeper im-
aging in these bands. These Keck imaging data were reduced
using standard IRAF1 tasks. Our primary imaging of B1600
comes from deep BRI imaging from the Suprime-Cam instru-
ment (Miyazaki et al. 2002) on the Subaru Telescope, obtained
from the SMOKA archive (Baba et al. 2002). These data were
reduced using the SDFRED package (Ouchi et al. 2004). A com-
parison between stars in our Suprime-Cam imaging and SDSS
imaging of the field of B1600 (after applying Lupton’s trans-
formation2 between the two different filter sets) allowed us to
establish a photometric zero point for the Suprime-Cam archival
data. In addition, we have Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) im-
aging of both fields with the WFPC2 camera in the F555W and
F814W filters. A summary of our imaging data can be found in
Table 1.
TABLE 1
Lens System Imaging
Lens System Band
Exposure Time
(s) Instrument Date
B2319+051............................. R 1200 LRIS 1998 Aug 1
B 900 LRIS 1999 Aug 16
V 3900 LRIS 1999 Aug 16
I 2700 LRIS 1999 Aug 16
F555W 4800 WFPC2 2000 Sep 27
F814W 4800 WFPC2 2000 Sep 27
B1600+434............................. B 1200 Suprime-Cam 2001 May 21
R 2700 Suprime-Cam 2001 Apr 25 & 26
I 1380 Suprime-Cam 2001 Apr 20
F555W 5300 WFPC2 2001 Jun 16
F555W 18200 WFPC2 2001 Sep 21Y23
F814W 7800 WFPC2 2001 Sep 26
1 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which
is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.,
under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
2 We used the filter transformations that had smaller reported values for .
Lupton’s filter transformation equations can be found on the SDSS Data Release
4 Web site at http://www.sdss.org/dr4/algorithms/sdssUBVRITransform.html.
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2.2. Spectroscopy
A color selection was applied to choose candidate groupmem-
bers for the two lens systems. These colors were chosen based
on the colors of the lensing galaxy or colors of nearby galaxies
known to be at approximately the same redshift as the lens from
initial long-slit spectroscopy of the systems. Target galaxies gen-
erally had colors within 0.1 mag of the color criteria and were
within 30 of the lensing galaxy. This corresponds to approxi-
mately 3 times the virial radii of typical groups, or 775 h1 kpc at
the redshift of B1600 and 970 h1 kpc at the redshift of B2319
for a CDM cosmology. Our spectral candidates were selected
to have RP 22, although some fainter candidates were selected
to fill open spaces on the slit masks. Four slit masks were taken
for the field of B2319, and two slit masks were obtained for the
field of B1600 with LRIS (Table 2). A handful of additional
redshifts were also obtained from long-slit spectra of each lens
systemwith LRIS and ESI. The spectra were flat-fielded using in-
ternal flat lamps, and wavelength solutions were derived using
internal spectral lamps. Most of the spectra were reduced using
standard IRAF tasks, although the second B1600 mask was re-
duced using a custom LRIS reduction pipeline. Redshifts for
each spectrum were determined by finding at least one emission
line and one other feature, or by identifying multiple absorption
features in each spectrum. Identified spectral features typically
had signal-to-noise ratios of at least S/N ¼ 5, and redshift errors
were determined by finding the rms deviation of the centroids of
these features with respect to their expected centroids; these
errors are typically z  0:0004. In total, we have 53 redshifts
for the B2319 field and 44 redshifts for the B1600 field. (The
number of redshifts in Table 2 does not reflect our long-slit spec-
tra but does include multiple observations of some target gal-
axies; all targets with repeated observations have redshifts that
agree within the measurement errors.)
3. GROUP IDENTIFICATION
The redshift distributions obtained from the spectroscopy of
our two target lens systems are shown in Figures 1 and 2. There
are two obvious peaks in the field of B2319 and one clear peak at
the lens redshift of B1600. We identify possible groups by ini-
tially associating all galaxies that are within z ¼ 0:005 of each
other (in effect, we take each spike from the redshift distribution
to be a potential group).We then use the formalism of Wilman et al.
(2005a) to exclude nonmembers and to determine the group’s ve-
locity dispersion. That is, we find the average redshift and po-
sition of the potential group members (clipping the extreme
members for groups with more than three potential members), de-
fine a first-approximation observed velocity dispersion of obs ¼
350(1þ z¯) km s1, set an initial redshift shell
z ¼ 2obs
c
;
and specify a maximum angular radius based on this redshift
shell,
 ¼ 206;26500 cz
b(1þ z¯)H0D :
HereD is the angular diameter distance to the mean redshift. We
assume a CDM cosmology with m ¼ 0:27 and  ¼ 0:73,
and we follow Wilman et al. (2005a) in fixing our aspect ratio,
b ¼ 3:5. Note that the initial approximation of  ¼ 350 km s1
TABLE 2
Lens Field LRIS Spectroscopy
Lens System
Number of
Redshifts
Exposure Time
(s) Date
B2319+051........ 8 5400 2001 Jul 26
21 8100 2002 Jul 15
12 3600 2002 Jul 16
15 5400 2003 Aug 1
B1600+434........ 21 5400 2003 Jul 31
19 3600 2006 Jun 20
Fig. 1.—Redshift distribution of galaxies in the field of the gravitational lens
B1600. The redshift of the lens (dotted line) is 0.41.
Fig. 2.—Redshift distribution of field galaxies for the gravitational lens
B2319. The redshift of the lens (dotted line) is 0.62; the redshift of the secondary
lensing galaxy is also marked, at z ¼ 0:59.
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makes the algorithm relatively insensitive to high velocity disper-
sion structures (k1000 km s1); the lack of a substantial over-
density of red galaxies indicates that no structures as massive as
this lie along the lines of sight investigated here.
Upon excluding potential members outside of our redshift
shell z and our maximum radius , we compute the velocity
dispersion of the remaining group members. We calculate obs
using the standard deviation, a clipped standard deviation, and
the gapper algorithm (see Beers et al. [1990] for a comparison of
these scale estimators):
obs;gapper ¼
ffiffiffi

p
N (N  1)
XN1
i
i(n i)½c(ziþ1  zi1):
Each of these methods resulted in the same group membership,
and we report the final velocity dispersion obtained from the
gapper algorithm due to the robustness of gap rank statistics for
small samples (e.g., Beers et al. 1990) and to allow for direct
comparison with theWilman et al. (2005a) sample of groups. The
updated value for obs obtained from the gapper estimate is then
used to determine a new z and ; this process is repeated until
no more potential members are eliminated. For each potential
group, stable membership was achieved in two iterations. Note
that Wilman et al. (2005a) introduce a factor of 1.135 in their
evaluation of obs, gapper to account for the 2  rejection in the
membership-finding algorithm; because none of our candidate
groups were affected by this criterion, we do not include the
factor in our final estimate of obs.
We retain any associations from our membership-finding algo-
rithm with three or more members. This leaves us with four groups
in the field of B1600 and four groups in the field of B2319. The de-
tails for these groups are listed in Table 3, and the velocity distri-
bution of each group containing seven or more members is shown
in Figure 3. Errors in the velocity dispersion were determined using
a jackknife analysis; errors for groups with only three members
are not meaningful. The group located at z ¼ 0:5894 in the field
of B2319 contains the secondary lensing galaxy and could be
two smaller groups interacting, as indicated by the bimodal ve-
locity distribution, or it could be a small cluster. In this analysis
we treat it as a single group.
4. GROUP PROPERTIES
As outlined in Table 3, we have detected three larger groups
with seven or more members and five smaller groups. Whether
many of these smaller groups are bound systems is questionable.
For example, the two smallest groups associatedwith B1600 have
significantly larger velocity dispersions than typical small groups
(e.g., Mercha´n & Zandivarez 2005). We report parameters for
these small groups, but we limit our discussion to the three groups
with at least seven members. The velocity dispersions of these
larger groups are consistent with other moderate-redshift groups
with comparable numbers of members (Wilman et al. 2005a;
Momcheva et al. 2006; Mulchaey et al. 2006). In determining
group parameters, we have assumed that the groups are relaxed,
and we use the virial theorem to determine masses and radii.
We are hesitant to quote group properties due to the difficulty
of obtaining full group memberships at these redshifts. Never-
theless, we provide estimates for the virial radius, mean pairwise
separation, mass, and crossing time for each group; the values
listed in Table 3 for these properties should be considered order-
of-magnitude estimates. Following the definitions of Ramella
et al. (1989), we define the group’s virial radius
Rvir ¼ 
2
DNpairs
X
i
X
j>i
1ij
 !1
;
TABLE 3
Summary of Galaxy Groups in the Fields of B1600 and B2319
Field R.A. Decl. z Nmem

( km s1)
Mvir
(1014 h M)
Rvir
(h1 Mpc)
Rp
(h1 Mpc)
tc
(Hubble Times)
B1600.................... 16 01 40 43 16 48 0.415 7 90  30 0.02 0.17 0.31 0.05
16 01 40 43 18 00 0.540 3 640  770 5.6 1.01 0.93 0.04
16 01 39 43 15 11 0.623 4 590  450 2.9 0.61 0.94 0.03
16 01 49 43 17 24 0.291 5 337  120 0.69 0.45 0.64 0.04
B2319.................... 23 21 39 05 26 52 0.589 10 460  80 0.67 0.24 0.42 0.01
23 21 40 05 26 48 0.689 8 190  50 0.15 0.32 0.41 0.05
23 21 41 05 27 43 0.375 3 340  240 0.64 0.43 0.62 0.03
23 21 40 05 26 21 0.542 3 260  290 1.03 1.10 1.16 0.11
Note.—Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
Fig. 3.—Velocity histograms for members of the groups associated with (a) B1600 and the (b) foreground and (c) background groups of B2319.
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the mean (physical) separation between pairs
Rp¼ 4

DN
1
pairs
X
i
X
j>i
ij;
the virial mass
Mvir ¼ 6
2Rvir
G
;
and the crossing time
tc¼ 3RvirH0
53=2
;
whereD is the angular diameter distance to the group’s redshift,
Npairs ¼ Nmem(Nmem  1)/2 is the number of unique groupmem-
ber pairs, ij is the angular separation between group members,
and tc is measured in Hubble times.
HST imaging is used to determine morphological classifica-
tions of group members that lie within the WFPC2 field of view
(Fig. 4), which includes most galaxies within 9000 of the lens-
ing galaxy. This includes all members of the B1600 group, eight
members of the B2319 foreground group, and only one member
of the B2319 background group. This final group lies at a greater
distance from the lens system and is in the direction of the PC
chip on WFPC2, causing a decreased field of view toward these
galaxies. In our analysis we also indicate whether the group gal-
axies have strong emission lines present in their spectra. Con-
sidering the nature of the morphological and spectral features for
each galaxy, we characterize the galaxies as either late- (spiral /
irregular morphologies or strong emission features and poor mor-
phological information) or early-type galaxies (early-type or un-
certain morphologies and no emission features).
We find that all of the galaxies that we associate with the B1600
group, including the lens galaxy, are late-type galaxies (see Table 4).
With a velocity dispersion of 90 km s1 and only sevenmembers,
this early-type fraction of zero is similar to some of the local uni-
verse groups studied by Zabludoff & Mulchaey (1998), who
found that groups with no early-type galaxies had lower velocity
dispersions and fewer members than groups with nonzero early-
type fractions. Dai & Kochanek (2005) do not find any X-ray
emission associatedwith the B1600 group, which is also expected
for groups with low velocity dispersions and low early-type frac-
tions (e.g., Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998; Mulchaey et al. 2003).
The upper limit on the group velocity dispersion from Dai &
Kochanek (2005) is400 km s1, and the velocity dispersion we
have measured for the group is therefore consistent with the ab-
sence of observed X-ray emission.
The groups associated with B2319 have more varied popula-
tions than the B1600 group (see Tables 5 and 6). Using our char-
acterization scheme, the early-type fractions for these groups are
0.5 and 0.63 for the foreground and background groups, re-
spectively, although these results may be biased toward higher
early-type fractions due to our selection criteria and our lack of
high-resolution imaging for all group members. These early-
type fractions are typical of groups in the local universe that tend
to also have X-ray emission associated with them (Zabludoff &
Mulchaey 1998; Mulchaey et al. 2003), although B2319 has not
yet been observed at X-ray wavelengths. These early-type frac-
tions lead us to believe that these two groups are likely to be
bound and relaxed structures, and therefore the mass estimates
Fig. 4.—HST WFPC2 imaging of the B1600 and B2319 lens systems; each image is 5.0500 on a side. The images for 1600_1_4 and 1600_1_5 are taken from the
F555W filter, and the rest of the images are from the F814W filter. The lens in B1600 is 1600_1_1, and the secondary lensing galaxy for B2319 is 2319_1_10.
TABLE 4
Members of B1600 Group
Label R.A. Decl. z B a R a I a Morphologyb Emission
1600_1_1................... 16 01 40.48 43 16 48.0 0.4144 21.50 19.91 19.22 Sa Yes
1600_1_2 .................. 16 01 40.84 43 16 45.2 0.4146 21.84 19.61 18.87 SBa Yes
1600_1_3 .................. 16 01 39.58 43 16 48.3 0.4151 23.60 21.39 20.54 Sc Yes
1600_1_4................... 16 01 42.83 43 17 01.1 0.4140 23.60 21.96 21.53 Sd Yes
1600_1_5................... 16 01 41.83 43 18 03.6 0.4149 25.36 24.04 23.76 Irr Yes
1600_1_6................... 16 01 36.16 43 15 23.2 0.4150 23.32 21.78 21.35 Irr Yes
1600_1_7................... 16 01 37.70 43 16 36.2 0.4144 24.03 21.87 21.13 S0 Yes
Note.—Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
a From Subaru Suprime-Cam imaging.
b Determined from WFPC2 F555W and F814W imaging.
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derived from the measured velocity dispersions approximate the
masses of these groups.
In Figure 5 we plot the locations of the early-type (circles) and
late-type (squares) galaxies in each group with respect to the
group center. Each field is 2 h1 Mpc on a side, and the central
circle has a radius of 0.5 h1 Mpc. We also show the location of
the lensing galaxy, denoted by the dashed cross, with respect to
the luminosity-weighted group centers. For the B2319 foreground
group, wemark the galaxies with positive velocities relative to the
mean group redshift (see Fig. 3b) with open symbols and galaxies
with negative velocities with filled symbols.
The center of the B1600 group is coincident with the lensing
galaxy, although the overall structure of the group is somewhat
filamentary. There are several galaxies at a slightly higher red-
shift (including two galaxies at z ¼ 0:419; see Fig. 1), which
might lend support to the idea that B1600 is embedded in a
filament. The distribution of the inner five galaxies of the group
is very compact, and the groupmeets all of the criteria of Hickson
(1982) for compact groups except the requirement that the group
be isolated from other galaxies (e.g., to distinguish compact
groups from cluster—or in this case, group—cores).
We find that neither of the groups associated with B2319 is
centered on the lensing galaxy. The background group has an
elongated structure similar to theB1600 group. TheB2319 groups
do not show a preference for early-type galaxies lying in the center
of the groups, contrary towhat onemight expect for relaxed groups.
However, the foreground group appears to be quite compact, with
seven members lying in a region with a radius of 100 h1 kpc. In
addition, there is not a clear separation between the positive velocity
galaxies and the negative velocity galaxies (see Fig. 3b), indicat-
ing that the bimodality of the velocity distribution for the fore-
ground group might be a result of incomplete sampling of faint
group galaxies.
5. LENS MODELS
There are several ways to account for the group environments
in the lensing models of B2319 and B1600. One method is to
treat the group as a single dark matter halo with the galaxies in
the group as massless test particles and to model the group as a
smooth mass distribution. Alternatively, we could model each of
the group members individually, ignoring any parent halo. This
allows the possibility that our groupsmight be chance associations
of galaxies instead of bound systems. Finally, we may model the
group as lumpy masses embedded in a smooth distribution, a
combination of the former two cases. This model of a halo with
substructure is consistent with cluster observations and theoretical
predictions (Natarajan & Springel 2004; Gao et al. 2004; Zentner
et al. 2005). However, due to incomplete information about our
groups, in this analysis we only use the first two methods to give
approximate indications for the contributions of the group en-
vironments to the lenses. We also create a sample of mock lenses
in group environments using groups found in the SDSS database
and evaluate the lensing contributions of the group halo and the
individual galaxies using this mock catalog.
TABLE 5
Members of B2319 Foreground Group
Label R.A. Decl. z B a V a I a Morphologyb Emission
2319_1_1................................ 23 21 37.25 05 25 09.2 0.5867 24.28 23.61 21.85 . . . Yes
2319_1_2................................ 23 21 43.37 05 25 43.9 0.5868 24.47 23.01 20.70 . . . No
2319_1_3................................ 23 21 37.54 05 26 22.1 0.5893 23.27 22.39 20.39 Irr Yes
2319_1_4................................ 23 21 38.24 05 27 11.3 0.5861 23.96 22.09 19.59 E No
2319_1_5................................ 23 21 39.39 05 27 19.2 0.5917 26.12 23.94 21.51 E Yes
2319_1_6................................ 23 21 40.73 05 27 23.9 0.5922 24.24 23.94 22.75 Irr Yes
2319_1_7................................ 23 21 38.23 05 27 38.3 0.5913 23.27 21.70 19.11 E No
2319_1_8................................ 23 21 38.41 05 27 33.2 0.5876 24.97 23.12 20.45 E No
2319_1_9................................ 23 21 38.82 05 27 31.5 0.5910 25.73 24.47 22.31 Sa No
2319_1_10.............................. 23 21 40.61 05 27 38.2 0.5888 25.08 23.55 21.11 Irr Yes
Note.—Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
a From Keck LRIS imaging.
b Determined from WFPC2 F555W and F814W imaging when available.
TABLE 6
Members of B2319 Background Group
Label R.A. Decl. z B a V a I a Morphologyb Emission
2319_2_1............................. 23 21 37.17 05 25 57.2 0.6887 25.95 24.72 22.13 . . . No
2319_2_2 ............................ 23 21 39.98 05 26 07.8 0.6891 23.97 23.69 22.65 . . . Yes
2319_2_3 ............................ 23 21 40.65 05 26 27.7 0.6905 25.31 23.36 20.93 . . . No
2319_2_4 ............................ 23 21 41.99 05 26 40.0 0.6881 23.79c 22.13c 19.31c . . . No
2319_2_5 ............................ 23 21 41.99 05 26 40.0 0.6884 . . .c . . .c . . .c . . . No
2319_2_6 ............................ 23 21 43.02 05 26 48.7 0.6879 25.87 24.43 21.71 . . . No
2319_2_7............................. 23 21 41.97 05 26 56.4 0.6903 25.05 24.45 22.82 . . . Yes
2319_2_8 ............................ 23 21 39.16 05 28 29.3 0.6898 24.08 23.55 21.92 S0 Yes
Note.—Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
a From Keck LRIS imaging.
b Determined from WFPC2 F555W and F814W imaging when available.
c We are not able to extract individual magnitudes for these objects from our imaging data; however, the objects have distinct spectral traces, so we report them as
individual galaxies.
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For simplicity, we model all halos as SISs,
SIS( ) ¼ 0:9Dls
2
250
Ds
;
where SIS is the convergence, Dls is the angular diameter dis-
tance between the lens and source, Ds is the angular diameter
distance to the source plane,  is the distance to the centroid of
the SIS measured in arcseconds, and 250 is the velocity disper-
sion measured in units of 250 km s1. The magnitude of the
shear for an SISmodel is the same as the convergence, SIS ¼ SIS,
and the orientation of the shear is along the axis joining the center
of the SIS and the point at which the shear is being evaluated. For
our individual-galaxies model, we assign SIS velocity dispersions
to each galaxy by assuming that an L galaxy has a fiducial ve-
locity dispersion of  ¼ (185;205;225) km s1 (for spiral, len-
ticular, and elliptical galaxies, respectively,motivated byFukugita
& Turner 1991) and the velocity dispersions of the group galaxies
are scaled as
L
L
¼ 

 
;
where  ¼ 3:1 for spiral galaxies and  ¼ 4 for E and S0 gal-
axies. The total shear is determined by forming 1 and 2 (e.g.,
Narayan & Bartelmann 1999) for each galaxy, summing these
terms from all group members, and then determining the mag-
nitude and orientation of the total shear from the 1,total and
2,total components. For the group model, we use the luminosity-
weighted average position of the group galaxies to determine the
group centroid.
5.1. B2319 Lens Models
Previous lens models for B2319 were found to inadequately
reproduce the image configuration without applying a large shear
term ( ¼ 0:14; P:A: ¼ 22; Rusin et al. 2001). The necessary
shear is essentially perpendicular to the expected orientation of
the shear caused by the lensing galaxy, and this excess shear is
therefore assumed to be caused by another object. We investigate
whether the foreground and background groups we have detected
can adequately account for this discrepancy. Although the groups
associated with B2319 are not at the same redshift as the primary
lensing galaxy, we calculate the shear at the lensing plane of the
groups and identify this as the same shear required by Rusin et al.
(2001; see also Fassnacht et al. 2006 and Momcheva et al. 2006).
We create two models for the system by accounting for the
foreground and background groups and for the individual gal-
axies of both groups. The results for these models are collected
in Table 7. We find a total additional shear of  ¼ 0:04 at a po-
sition angle (P.A.) of 46 for the group halo model and a shear of
 ¼ 0:04 at a P.A. of 57 for the individual-galaxies model.
Both models differ substantially in both magnitude and orien-
tation from the shear required by Rusin et al. (2001). In addition
to the secondary lensing galaxy (2319_1_10), there is a faint
galaxy 200 southeast of the lensing galaxy that is visible in our
HST imaging (see Fig. 6). This galaxy lies approximately along
the shear axis required by Rusin et al. (2001) (the P.A. is approx-
imately40), and although it is probably not very massive, this
third galaxy might provide an important contribution to the
lensing due to its proximity to the lens.
5.2. B1600 Lens Models
The model for B1600 adequately reproduces the observed im-
age distribution with physically reasonable parameters (Koopmans
et al. 1998). However, the presence of the group that includes the
lensing galaxy adds additional mass to the lens plane. If the scale of
the mass distribution is much larger than the image separation and
the group centroid is far enough from the lens system, then the
group can be approximated as an infinite mass sheet. This mass
sheet increases the convergence in the lens model, which in turn
affects the value of H0 determined for this lens system (see x 6.3).
Note that the group is not a true mass sheet and also adds a small
shear to the model. However, lens models tend to accurately
account for all shear present, and in this sense the shear from the
TABLE 7
B2319 Lens Environment Modeling
Model  frg frg P.A.frg bkg bkg P.A.bkg total total P.A.total
Groups.................................... 0.038 0.038 132 0.004 0.004 170 0.042 0.036 46
Individual galaxies ................. 0.102 0.042 73 0.025 0.022 15 0.127 0.038 57
Notes.—Values marked ‘‘frg’’ are for the foreground group, thosemarked ‘‘bkg’’ are for the background group, and those marked ‘‘total ’’ are for the sum
of the contributions of the foreground and background groups.
Fig. 5.—Spatial distribution of early-type (circles) and late-type (squares) galaxies for the (a) B1600 group and the (b) foreground and (c) background groups of B2319.
The fields are centered on the group center and are 2 h1Mpc on a side. The central circle has a radius of 0.5 h1Mpc, and the dashed crossmarks the position of the lensing
galaxy. The filled symbols in (b) represent galaxies with negative velocities in the bimodal velocity distribution of Fig. 3b, and the open symbols represent galaxies with
positive velocities.
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B1600 group is not additional shear but rather a reaccounting of
the shear (by removing part of the shear contribution from the
lens galaxy, for example). In this analysis we calculate the ex-
pected added convergence due to the group, the individual gal-
axies excluding the lensing galaxy, and the individual galaxies
excluding the lens and its neighbor galaxy, 1600_1_2. The
neighbor galaxy has already been included in some lens models
(see, e.g., Maller et al. 2000), and our observations now confirm
that this galaxy is at the same redshift as the lens. Results for the
group lens models are collected in Table 8. Previous analyses of
B1600 have derived values of H0 between 52 and 60 km s
1
Mpc1 (Burud et al. 2000; Koopmans et al. 2000), already lower
than the values determined by other methods (e.g., Sa´nchez et al.
2006; Tegmark et al. 2004; Freedman et al. 2001). The additional
convergence due to the environment of B1600 lowers these
values by a further 10% if the galaxies are considered indi-
vidually, although most of this contribution is from the closest
neighbor to the lens (see Table 8). This effect is already seen in
the different values for H0 determined by Burud et al. (2000)
compared to Koopmans et al. (2000); Burud et al. (2000) include
the neighbor and derive a lower value forH0 thanKoopmans et al.
(2000), who do not include the neighboring galaxy.
5.3. SDSS Group Models
We have used the SDSSDR5 (Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2007)
spectroscopic catalog to expand the group membership of a
sample of 56 isolated groups at low redshifts (0:007 < z < 0:04)
originally identified in the catalog of Mercha´n & Zandivarez
(2005). We select groups with velocity dispersions of 150Y
450 km s1, greater than 30 members (to accurately determine
the velocity dispersion and group centroid), and 8 or fewer r < m
members to match the properties of typical lens groups. Velocity
dispersions are calculated using the biweight estimate of scale
(due to the large numbers of members, e.g., Beers et al. 1990).We
project these groups to a fiducial lens redshift of zlens ¼ 0:35 and
create a total of 300mock lens systems by considering each bright
(r < m þ 0:5) group member to be a potential lens. All of our
models assume a source redshift of zsource ¼ 1:5, and we calculate
Fig. 6.—HST WFPC2 F814W imaging of B2319. The secondary perturber
is 3.400 northwest of the lens, and the third perturber is 200 southeast of the
lensing galaxy.
TABLE 8
B1600 Lens Environment Modeling
Model  env env P.A.env
Group .................................................. 0.015 0.015 158
Individual galaxiesa............................. 0.113 0.092 61
Individual galaxiesb ............................ 0.025 0.021 82
a Excluding the lensing galaxy.
b Excluding the lensing galaxy and its neighbor, 1600_1_2. Note that most of
the contribution in the individual-galaxies model comes from the galaxy closest
to the lens.
Fig. 7.—Environmental convergence provided by group halos (shaded areas)
and neighboring galaxies (unshaded areas) from our SDSS group models.
Fig. 8.—Magnitude of the shear contributed by common group halos (shaded
areas) and neighboring galaxies (unshaded areas) from our SDSS group models.
The extreme values for the group shear seen in Fig. 7 have been trimmed to better
show the separation of the two distributions.
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the effects of the environments due to the group halos and the in-
dividual members. Figures 7 and 8 show the distributions of env
and env for the group (shaded areas) and individual-galaxy
models. Figure 9 shows the difference in P.A. of the environmental
shear between the groupmodel and the individual-galaxymodel for
each system.
The median convergence for the group halo model is env ¼
0:010, and the median convergence from the individual-galaxies
model is env ¼ 0:072. The median magnitude of the shear con-
tributed by the individual galaxies is env ¼ 0:023, only about
2 times higher than env¼ 0:010 for the group halo model. The
individual-galaxy model shear P.A.s tend to follow the group
halo model P.A.s, although with considerable spread. The group
halo model shows a tail of high convergence values; these
systems represent models for the brightest group galaxies, which
tend to be located near the center of the group halo (although not
every brightest group galaxy lens model has a large contribution
from the group halo). It is also worth noting that the individual-
galaxy model has a minimum convergence of  ¼ 0:019, nearly
twice the value of the median group halo contribution.
6. DISCUSSION
6.1. Are These Groups Real?
The absence of early-type galaxies and X-ray emission in-
dicates that the B1600 group may not be a relaxed or bound sys-
tem. Furthermore, the elongated structure of the groupmay favor
this unrelaxed interpretation, although groups have been shown
to have a wide range of morphologies (Zabludoff & Mulchaey
1998; Wilman et al. 2005a). Although our sampling is not deep
enough to make strong statements regarding the characteristic
length and mass scales for this group, we find the mass to be
consistent with other groups with similar membership (e.g.,
Zabludoff &Mulchaey 1998; Ramella et al. 1989).Williams et al.
(2006) find evidence for a red sequence of galaxies centered
approximately 10 east of the B1600 group with a suggested red-
shift z  0:5. This structure is not apparent in our spectroscopic
data (see Table 3), although our selection criteria might have
biased us away from selecting early-type galaxies lying on a
red sequence.
The arguments for and against the bound interpretation of the
B1600 group all rely on comparisons with local groups. It is
perhaps reasonable to expect that groups at higher redshifts are
dynamically younger and therefore their constituent galaxies
have not had time to undergo processing, although the dynam-
ical times listed in Table 3 are short. This would account for the
absence of early-type galaxies and hot intragroup gas. The com-
pactness of the distribution of the central members of the group
and the presence of a strong gravitational lens are indicators that,
at a minimum, the central structure of the group is bound in a
common halo, and we therefore conclude that B1600 lies in a
group environment.
The groups associated with B2319 are similar to groups found
in the local universe; the numbers of members, early-type frac-
tions, and velocity dispersions of these two groups are typical of
local groups. The foreground group is potentially a poor cluster
and is a good candidate for X-ray follow-up (e.g., Jeltema et al.
2006). The nature of the background group is more difficult to
discern; the group has an irregular morphology with no proper
core but a large early-type fraction. The absence of a core might
indicate that the group is forming, while the large early-type
fraction suggests the constituent galaxies have had several sig-
nificant interactions. It is worth noting that we did not target
galaxies at a redshift of z  0:7, and deeper spectroscopy of the
field might make a core structure more apparent for the group. In
any case, the number of members (eight) and the approximately
Gaussian nature of the velocity histogram for this group (Fig. 3c)
indicate that this is a group associated with a common halo.
6.2. Group Lens Models
It is very difficult to create accurate lensingmodels of moderate-
redshift groups. The lens corrections based on individual galax-
ies rely on incomplete membership information and incorrect
modeling of velocity dispersions for individual group members.
These problems are probably less severe than those present for
the group halo model. Velocity dispersion estimates for group
halos can be off by significant amounts because of incomplete
group membership sampling (perhaps by as much as a factor of
1.5Y3; e.g., Zabludoff &Mulchaey 1998), and tens of redshifts
are necessary to hope to get an accurate estimate. Due to the qua-
dratic dependence of SIS models on velocity dispersions, model-
ing errors for SIS models can be substantial for poorly sampled
groups. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to obtain redshifts for
m > m þ 2 galaxies at moderate redshifts, and highly accurate
group velocity dispersions cannot be obtained for most moderate-
redshift lens systems residing in poor groups. In addition, different
centroiding methods can yield very different angular offsets of the
group from the lens due to sampling small numbers of the group
members (e.g., Fassnacht & Lubin 2002; Fassnacht et al. 2006).
Finally, the SISmodel assumes a relaxed group halo, although this
might not be the case for many moderate-redshift groups (see the
discussion of the B1600 group above).
Deep X-ray observations of lens systems would potentially
correct for all of the problems associated with modeling group
halos; the presence of diffuse X-ray emission would indicate the
presence of a group halo, the X-ray temperature could be used as
a mass proxy, and the diffuse X-ray centroid would be a good es-
timate of the mass centroid (Mulchaey et al. 2003; Mulchaey &
Zabludoff 1998). However, for all but the most massive groups,
it is very difficult to detect intragroup X-ray emission due to the
low luminosities and cosmological dimming of these moderate-
redshift sources (Dai & Kochanek 2005; C. D. Fassnacht et al.
Fig. 9.—Difference in P.A. of the shears for the common group halo model
and the individual-galaxies model.
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2007, in preparation), although some detections have been made
(Jeltema et al. 2006; Mulchaey et al. 2006; Grant et al. 2004).
Fortunately, our modeling of the SDSS groups indicates that
the group halo generally has only a very small effect on the
lensing. With the exception of lensing by brightest group galax-
ies that might be lying at the center of the group potential, nearly
90% of the environmental contribution to the convergence is due
to neighboring galaxies. This is consistent with our observa-
tional findings for B1600 andB2319, as shown in Tables 7 and 8.
The greater contribution of the individual galaxies compared
to the group halo is also consistent with the effect found by
Momcheva et al. (2006), although those authors found the mag-
nitudes of the group halo and individual galaxy contributions to
be more comparable.
The total additional convergence from the environment is
dominated by individual galaxy halos, and it is important that
these be modeled accurately. Here we have assumed isother-
mal profiles for all galaxies, ignoring truncation. However, the
truncation cutoff radius for galaxies in cluster environments is
typically between 20 and 50 kpc (Limousin et al. 2007), while
truncation in field galaxies is much larger. Group galaxies prob-
ably lie somewhere between these extremes, so truncationmay not
be a significant problem. Furthermore, any galaxies that strongly
contribute to the lensing are within 1500 of the lens, which is
within the cutoff radius for cluster galaxies. The convergence due
to a  ¼ 160 km s1 galaxy 1000 from a lens at redshift z ¼ 0:35
and a source at z ¼ 1:5 is  ¼ 0:025, while the convergence of a
similar galaxy 3000 away drops to less than 0.01. Thus, any gal-
axies with a nonnegligible environmental contribution do not
need to be modeled as truncated halos. However, our model still
has an uncertainty associated with assigning velocity dispersions
to galaxies. Nevertheless, the method we have applied here is
probably the appropriate approach to constraining env, as this
method also can account for significant secondary lenses that are
not at the primary lens redshift (e.g., see the ‘‘suspension bridge’’
diagrams of Momcheva et al. 2006).
6.3. H0 Implications
The additional convergence due to a uniform mass sheet will
systematically decrease the value of H0 compared to models that
do not account for the lens environment,
H0;true ¼ H0;meas(1 env);
where env represents the uniform mass sheet (see x 13.1.1 of
Schneider et al. 1992). The value of env is always greater than
zero, and the true value of H0 will be necessarily (although per-
haps negligibly) lower than the value estimated from lensing.
This is one consequence of the well-known lensing ‘‘mass sheet
degeneracy’’ (e.g., Falco et al. 1985). This degeneracy can be
broken if multiple sources at different redshifts are lensed or if a
stellar velocity dispersion is determined for the lens system,
allowing the mass slope to be directly measured. In the absence
of this information, an estimate of env must be obtained separately
by investigating the environment of the lens system. ForB1600, the
contribution to env from neighboring galaxies suggests a 10%
decrease in the determined value of H0 for models that did not
include any information about the environment (Koopmans et al.
2000), or a 3% decrease for models that included the nearest
galaxy (Burud et al. 2000). Because the group halo contribution
to env is very small, our uncertainty of whether B1600 lies in a
bound, relaxed group (i.e., with a common group halo) is rela-
tively unimportant in determining the perturbations to H0; for
B1600, the assumed group halo only changes H0 by1%. Note
that ignoring lens environments causes a systematically inflated
value of H0, and our analysis simply removes (some of ) this bias;
this should be considered a reinterpretation of the previously
published values of H0 for this lens system and not a new cal-
culation for the Hubble constant.
6.4. Environment and Shear
We find that the environment adds a small contribution to the
shear, although we emphasize that this is very dependent on the
membership determined for the groups and that most of the shear
contribution is already accounted for in two-image lens models.
In this sense, an investigation of the environment provides in-
formation that describes the cause of the shear, breaking the
degeneracy between mass ellipticity and environment. Our mod-
els for the B2319 group are unable to reproduce the shear ex-
pected by the original lens models (Rusin et al. 2001). This may
indicate that the lens is responsible for part of the shear but its
parent halo is not aligned with the luminous content of the gal-
axy. We note that the orientation of the lens galaxy central bulge
is offset from the disk orientation (see Fig. 6). Furthermore, a
detailed model of both the faint and bright lens neighbors might
account for most of the external shear, with the foreground and
background groups having negligible effects.
Our modeling of the SDSS groups indicates that most lens
systems that require large external shears will either have a very
close companion galaxy or will be brightest group galaxies lo-
cated very near the group center (this is the case for all systems in
the tails of the distributions of Fig. 8). The B2319 system and
other recent studies (e.g., McKean et al. 2007) indicate that this
shear may be caused by faint companion galaxies very close to
the lens, underscoring the importance of fully investigating the
local environments of lens systems.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The strong lens systems B1600+434 and B2319+051 are both
associated with group structures, giving further evidence that
strong lenses may provide an efficient means of identifying groups
at moderate redshifts. The group properties are consistent with
groups in the local universe, although we will make a more
detailed comparison between local andmoderate-redshift groups
on completing our survey of lens environments. The two systems
presented here increase the number of spectroscopically con-
firmed groups associated with lenses by 20%, although it is
still unclear how many lens systems in general are associated
with groups. The significant contributions of lens environments
to lens models found here and by Momcheva et al. (2006) in-
dicate that accurate environment models are necessary for ob-
taining precision measurements with lensing. For example, the
total contribution of lens environments to the lensing convergence
is large enough to cause systematic biases of 10% to derivations
of H0 from lensing.
The environmental contributions to the lens models of B2319
and B1600 are dominated by the galaxies with small separations
from the lensing galaxy, and this indicates that the environments
of most lenses can be quantified by investigating the individ-
ual galaxies within 1500 of the lenses. This will minimize the
amount of telescope time needed to quantify env and will also
account for galaxies not at the same redshift as the lens galaxy.
The exception to this is when the lensing galaxy is the brightest
group galaxy and therefore is expected to be close to the center
of the group halo. The group halo may provide a significant ad-
ditional convergence for these lenses, although it is difficult to
accurately describe the lensing effects of the group halo. In gen-
eral, ignoring the group halo results in a systematic error in
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determining env, but this error is small compared to the uncer-
tainties in determining the properties of the group halo.
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